WHITE CLIFFS PIPELINE, L.P.
6120 South Yale Ave. Ste 1500
Tulsa, OK 74136
Phone: (918) 524-8100
Website: http://www.semgroupcorp.com

White Cliffs Pipeline, LLC operates two
parallel 12” diameter crude oil pipelines
that extend 527 miles from Platteville,
Colorado to Cushing, Oklahoma. The
pipelines transport high quality crude oil
produced from the Wattenberg field in
the Denver Julesburg Basin of Colorado
to the market and pipeline interconnect
center at Cushing, Oklahoma, known as
the “Cushing Hub”. In 2019, one of the
12” crude oil pipelines will be modified to
transport natural gas liquids (NGL) and
will be operational by the end of the year.
White Cliffs is operated by Rose Rock
Midstream, LP headquartered in Tulsa,
Oklahoma. Rose Rock Midstream
gathers, transports and stores crude oil
and condensates.
COMMITMENT TO SAFETY, HEALTH
& ENVIRONMENT
In all aspects of our business and
operations,
White
Cliffs
Pipeline
constantly strives for the highest level of
performance in regard to environmental,
health and safety issues. This corporate
responsibility is a reflection of our core

value to conduct business in a socially
responsible and ethical manner with all
stakeholders.
White Cliffs Pipeline invests significant
time and capital maintaining the quality
and integrity of our pipeline system. The
pipeline is monitored 24 hours a day
via a manned control center in Tulsa,
Oklahoma. Aerial surveillance is also
used to monitor the condition of the
pipeline right of way and identify potential
dangers. The Control Center personnel
continuously monitor the pipeline system
and assess changes in pressure and
flow. Field personnel are notified if there
is a possibility of a leak.
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
White Cliffs Pipeline personnel regularly
communicate, plan and train with local
emergency responders. Upon notification
of an incident or leak the pipeline
company will immediately dispatch
trained personnel to assist emergency
responders. White Cliffs personnel and
emergency responders are trained to
protect life, property and facilities and
are trained to take steps to minimize
the impact to the environment and the
public. Emergency response personnel
may contact White Cliffs directly for
information regarding our emergency
response plan.
INTEGRITY MANAGEMENT
In accordance with federal regulatory
requirements, White Cliffs Pipeline has

24-Hour Emergency Contact:
1-800-522-3883
PRODUCTS/DOT GUIDEBOOK ID#/GUIDE#:

Crude Oil
NGL

1267		 128
1972		 115

KANSAS
COUNTIES OF OPERATION:
Edwards
Harper
Hodgeman
Kingman
Lane
Logan
Ness

Pawnee
Pratt
Scott
Sherman
Stafford
Sumner
Wallace

_______________________________________
Changes may occur. Contact the operator to
discuss their pipeline systems and areas of
operation.

developed a hazard and assessment
program known as an Integrity
Management Program (IMP). This
program focuses on the identification
and mitigation of hazards to the pipeline
system. Specific information about
White Cliffs program may be found by
contacting our Integrity Manager, Mr.
O.C. Simpson, at 918-524-7327.
CALL BEFORE YOU DIG!
Call 811 anytime you have work that
requires digging. One easy call to 811
from anywhere in the US starts the
process to get your underground pipeline
and utility lines located and marked for
FREE. Once the underground lines
have been marked you will know their
approximate location and can dig safely.
For more information see http://www.
call811.com.
NATIONAL PIPELINE MAPPING
SYSTEM
This web-based system was created by
the US Department of Transportation,
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety
Administration, Office of Pipeline Safety.
For a list of pipeline operators with
pipelines in your area and their contact
information go to http://www.npms.
phmsa.dot.gov/
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